
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com.au for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

You choose the style
When you buy POÄNG armchair you choose everything yourself,  
except the comfort – it’s always included! You get a style that’s all your 
own by freely combining frames in different wood types and finishes 
and cushions with fabric or leather covers. If you want a change, you 
can always buy an extra cushion – they come with covers in several 
different colours, patterns and materials. The fabric covers are 
removable and most are machine-washable. 

Comfort in harmony
Design and comfort meet in POÄNG armchair like two parts of a whole. 
The layer-glued, bentwood frame follows the contours of your body and 
supports your neck and lower back. The material in the frame gives the 
chair a light, pleasant and relaxing springiness. Complement with the 
footstool, specially designed to ensure you sit in a comfortable position. 
If you want to really rock, choose the rocking-chair in the same series. 
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1. Choose frame. 
    The frames come in different  
    types of wood and with  
    different finishes.

Armchair frame available in birch, 
black-brown, brown and white 
stained oak. 

Rocking chair frame available in 
birch, black-brown, brown and 
white stained oak. 

2. Choose cushion. 
    The cushions come with covers 
    in different designs, materials 
    and colours. Combine the way 
    you want. 

Cushion design with  
HILLARED, LYSED fabric covers, 
GLOSE leather covers.

Cushion design with KNISA covers.  

Cushion design with VISLANDA 
fabric cover.

3. Complement with a footstool.       
    Choose a footstool in a material 
    and with a cushion to perfectly 
    match your new chair.

Footstool frame available in birch, 
black-brown, brown and white 
stained oak.

Cushion design with HILLARED 
fabric covers and GLOSE leather 
covers.

Cushion design with KNISA covers.

Cushion design with LYSED and 
VISLANDA fabric covers.

 

How to choose POÄNG
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GLOSE: Soft, dyed-through 1.1 mm thick grain leather that can withstand both wear 
and tear and strong sunlight as it’s treated with a protective fade-resistant coating. 

                                                                                                                                                     

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to 
resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against 
another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can 
take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand 
everyday life at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 
cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive 
to sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics resist 
fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibres. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a 
clean one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa 
of course.

Washing instructions
Resistance to 
abrasion (cycles)

Light-fastness  
(1-8)

HILLARED: 55% cotton, 25% polyester, 12% viscose/rayon, 8% linen. Machine washable at 40˚C. 30,000 5

KNISA: 100% polyester*. Melange plain weave. Machine washable at 40°C. 40,000 5-6

LYSED: 100% polyester. Soft brushed microfibre in a tonal melange. Machine washable at 40°C. 25,000 5

VISLANDA: 100% cotton. Machine washable at 40°C. 25,000 5

Good to know

SMIDIG: Soft, hardwearing 1 mm thick leather that is treated with a thin coating to 
protect from dirt. For more information, please read the material tag and the home 
furnishing advice.

* The polyester in this product is made of recycled PET-bottles,  
 therefore reducing consumption of new raw materials and lowering  
 the footprint on the environment.

The high back gives good support for your neck. To sit even more comfortably and 
relaxed, you can use the armchair together with POÄNG footstool.



Armchair
birch, brown,  
black-brown, 
white stained oak

Rocking-chair 
birch, brown,  
black-brown, 
white stained oak

Footstool
birch, brown,  
black-brown, 
white stained oak

Extra cushion 
for armchair and 
rocking-chair

Extra cushion 
for footstool

Width×Depth×Height in cm 68×82×100 cm 68×94×95 cm 68×54×39 cm

Complete with cover

KNISA black 492.408.24              $119       892.415.53               $179 292.446.58                $69 103.951.43                 $49 003.951.53                 $19
KNISA light beige 192.407.88               $119 192.415.56               $179 492.446.62                $69 903.951.44                $49 903.951.58                 $19
LYSED bright green 692.416.29              $149 192.444.42              $209 092.514.33                $99 503.976.25                $79 403.976.40                $49
LYSED grey 692.416.34              $149 892.444.48             $209 692.514.49                 $99 903.976.33                $79 403.976.35                $49
VISLANDA black/white 291.812.22              $179 191.812.70               $239 091.812.42               $119 303.466.94             $109 803.466.96                $69
HILLARED anthracite 991.977.76               $229 292.010.36              $289 391.978.64               $139 603.625.07              $159 203.625.28                $89
HILLARED beige 291.977.51               $229 091.979.31              $289 791.978.38               $139 803.625.06              $159 803.625.25                $89
HILLARED dark blue 291.978.07              $229 292.010.60             $289 091.978.89               $139 403.625.08              $159 603.625.26                $89

Complete with leather 

GLOSE dark brown 698.912.73              $399 299.008.68             $459 598.914.43              $199 901.703.85              $329 701.703.86               $149
GLOSE off-white 998.645.17              $399 899.008.65             $459 998.645.22              $199 801.704.75               $329 601.704.76               $149
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